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Our networks are changing—and the numbers don’t lie. In fact, they tell a story.

At the turn of the millennium, there were nearly 200 million local phone lines in this country.
Interconnected VoIP was not in the running, not in the market, and not counted anywhere in our data.
The new technology was wireless service, which was making waves with 80 million subscriber lines.
Fast forward to the here and now. Today there are only 85 million traditional local phone lines.
That is less than half the number we had a decade and a half earlier. On top of that, we have nearly 50
million interconnected VoIP lines—a category that didn’t even exist fifteen years ago. Plus, wireless
service has exploded and we now have more wireless lines than people in this country.
This shift is dramatic. Our networks are changing. The choices consumers are making to call
and connect are changing, too. With all this change, however, we need to be mindful of the values that
have always informed our communications policy. We care about public safety; we care about universal
access; we care about competition; and we care about consumer protection.
Furthermore, we need to find a way to give meaning to these values—while also inspiring the
deployment of new network infrastructure. Balancing these equities is no easy task. But I think today’s
decision does an admirable job—and for that reason, I support it. On the one hand, it provides important
safeguards to support competition as older network infrastructure is put to rest. On the other hand, it
provides clear rules of the road so that providers will have certainty when they seek to turn off older
infrastructure in order to deploy services that will bring us further and faster into the future.
Though we can’t know where the numbers will take us next, I think we know more change is
coming. So in time we may need to revisit these policies. But I believe what we have before us now is
good for consumers and consistent with the fundamental values that inform our law.

